ESET iSeries
General regulations
1.Introduction
The ESET iSeries start its first season. The starting field consist of up to 24 drivers and only GT3 cars are
allowed.

2.Organisation
Trevor Racing and Krenek Motorsport organise the ESET iSeries for the year 2020. There shall be a driver’s and
team classification.

2.1Address and contacts
TREVOR RACING, Rovinka 596, SK-90041 Rovinka, gregor.zsigo@gmail.com
KRENEK MOTORSPORT, Revolucni 246, CZ-25064 Mesice, info@krenek.cz

3.Entries
The total number of entries is limited to 24 cars.
Only the real CEZ circuit teams can register.
The maximum number of entries for a team is 3.
Registration stops as soon as the number of participants of 24 drivers has been reached. All following entries are
accepted only as reserve driver.
Online application on www.eset-v4.com .

4.Drivers
Only licensed racing drivers (valid / invalid) are allowed to participate. If possible, priority should be given to the
team’s real driver.
The registered team can freely select and change drivers, but not during the same event.
The drivers have to register under the real name (first name, last name); Pseudonyms are not permitted.

4.1 Reserve drivers
Ranking the reserve drivers according the free practice results bevor each event.

5.Classification
2020 ESET iSeries driver’s title: will be awarded to the driver who has scored the highest number of points after
all the events.
2020 ESET iSeries team title: will be awarded to the team who has scored the highest number of points after all
the events.
Each team with more than two entries must nominate two drivers, which will be considered for the team.

5.1Scale of points
The car placed first will be the one having covered the scheduled distance with his car in the shortest time,
including all eventual penalties.
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The following points will be awarded:
25-18-15-12-10-8-6-4-2-1

5.2Equality of points
By equality of points in the final evaluation between several participants the number of 1st, then 2nd and further
results is crucial.

6.Events
6.1Calendar of events
03.5.

Hungaroring

17.5.

RedBullRing

31.5.

Grobnik

14.6.

SlovakiaRing

28.6.

Brno

6.2Running of the event
50“practice

(07.10 pm)

10“qualifying

(from 08.00 pm, live)

25“race 1

(5 min waiting time after qualifying, live)

25“race 2

(5 min waiting time between race 1 and 2, live)

The starting grid for race 1 as per qualifying results
The starting grid for race 2 as per race 1 results
The races will be started with standing starts (GP start)

7.Simulation
Assetto Corsa (ultimate edition)

8.Cars
Only the following GT3 cars are allowed:
Audi R8 LMS 2016
BMW Z4
Ferrari 488
Lamborghini Huracan
McLaren 720S
Mercedes AMG
Nissan GT-R
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Porsche 911

9.Cardesign
Except of the official advertising surfaces is the car design free.

9.1Submission of rights of use, works and logos from third parties
By uploading the car file, the driver guarantees that he has the rights to all logos, images and representations etc.
used or has obtained permission to use them from author or these have been issued to the general public the
author
Skins must not contain any offensive, discriminatory, political, religious, social, tobacco, alcohol and weapon
advertising are prohibited.

10.Conditions
Time of day:

12.00

Weather:

mild clouds

Ambient temp.:

26°C

Road temp.:

20°C

Wind min.:

0

Wind max.:

0

Dynamic weather:

off

Grip level:

100%

11.Settings
Difficulty:

free choice

Fixed Setups:

yes

Brake balance:

open

Brake Pressure:

open

ABS:

open

Traction control:

no

Stability control:

no

Tire wear:

normal

Fuel usage:

on

Damage:

full

Automatic Gears:

allowed

Automatic Clutch:

allowed

Tyres:

only the “medium” tyres shall be used

Any breach of these regulations and use of tyres with soft compounds may result in disqualification.
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12.Modus
FIA sporting code.

13.Broadcasts
All races will be streamed in English language.

14.Informations and Results
All information’s and results on the web www.eset-v4.com
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